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Oral San Diego Travel & Entertainment (T&E) Card

T&E Card applicants must submit their

previously held a Travel Card and have not received your new T&E Card, please contact IPPS via

San Diego Travel & Entertainment should also confirm that you have the correct card by verifying that the rebranded name,

For existing cardholders, please ensure that you have received and activated your T&E Card. You

If you have an existing T&E Card, is displayed on the upper-left corner of your card. If you

Are you ready for use to avoid card declines and having to pay out of pocket.

Is Your Travel & Entertainment Card Ready for Use?

For future University business travel and events, it is important that you have your

UC San Diego Travel: Reporting Expenses

This course provides an overview of UC San Diego travel policy and the trip reconciliation

Thursday, February 10, 2022 @ 9:00am - 11:00am

Oracle: Buying and Paying for PO Requisitioners

Thursday, January 20, 2022 @ 9:00am - 11:00am

This course includes hands-on instruction on the use of Oracle Procurement & Payables. It

The Expanded Budget Summary report has been taken offline at this time due to performance

This course provides an overview of UCSpecs and the process to create a new UCSpec.

For a sneak preview, watch a recorded demo on

In an effort to assist Funding Entry Transactors in UCPath, we’ve adopted WalkMe for use with

In an effort to assist Funding Entry Transactors in UCPath, we’ve adopted WalkMe for use with

Weekly Digest: Integrated Procure-to-Pay Solutions

This course provides an overview of the Concur processes for reporting travel expenses on a Travel Expense Report.

Thursday, February 10, 2022 @ 1:00pm - 3:00pm

Thursday, February 10, 2022 @ 9:00am - 11:00am

Thursday, January 27, 2022 @ 10:00am - 11:00am
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